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Abstract7

Dimensionless analysis arises as an appropriate methodology to study bat-
tery cells behaviour since it brings the opportunity to identify limiting mech-
anisms in the battery cell performance by analysing a reduced number of
dimensionless parameters. These parameters are obtained by condensating
the physical dimensional parameters involved in the description of the elec-
trochemical phenomena taking place in the cell. Here, based on the well
known Doyle, Fuller and Newman model [M. Doyle, T.F. Fuller, J. Newman,
J. Electrochem. Soc., 140(6) 1526–1533 (1993)] (DFN model, in short), a
comprehensive set of dimensionless parameters is derived and the informa-
tion arising from each dimensionless parameter is explained. Application
to the design of a solid polymer electrolyte cell is considered, where limit-
ing transport mechanisms are identified through dimensionless parameters
analysis and guidelines for a cell redesign are also drawn from this analysis.
Predictions made by inspection of the derived comprehensive set of dimen-
sionless parameters are validated both numerically (using the DFN model)
and experimentally.
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1. Introduction10

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are still the most suitable energy storage11

systems for electric vehicles (EVs) due to their attractive properties including12

high energy efficiency, long cycle life, high energy density and even high13

power density. However, designing safer and higher-performance LIBs with14

low cost and high cycle-life is still challenging, thus still the aim of improving15

the performance at the same time of reducing the cost remains open.16

Concerning battery performance, it is of the upmost importance to pre-17

vent any transport limitation during cell design in order to avoid relevant cell18

polarization effects and effective capacity reduction. In accordance, extensive19

research has been conducted in the literature, both by experimental and nu-20

merical modelling techniques, to shed light on the effect each cell parameter21

has on the transport mechanisms and hence on the cell performance. In par-22

ticular, numerical models, usually based on Doyle–Fuller–Newman’s pseudo23

two-dimensional (DFN) model [1], combining the porous electrode theory24

proposed by Newman et al. [2] and the concentrated solution theory, pro-25

vide detailed analyses and characterisations of multi-physics processes taking26

place in batteries and thus are able to furnish valuable insights for battery27

design improvement.28

Although these numerical models alleviate somehow the high cost of29

experimental techniques, the associated computational burden still hinders30

their application in battery design optimisation. In contrast, the use of di-31

mensionless parameters provides an inexpensive technique to estimate rel-32

ative relevance of two transport mechanisms and, as a consequence, allows33

to easily understand which one can dominate identifying the limiting mecha-34

nism. In this sense, dimensionless parameters have been used in the literature35

to shed light on the cell performance, focusing on some particular transport36

mechanisms through the derivation of ad hoc dimensionless parameters.37

In particular, as early as in the sixties dimensionless numbers were used38

by Newman and collaborators to parameterize solutions of some simplified39

models, and highlight the effect of these parameters. Newman et al. [3]40

(see also [4]) introduced four dimensionless parameters mainly related to41

ohmic effects and intercalation kinetics, and explained their influence on42

the cell performance, assuming no lithium ion transport limitation in the43

electrolyte can occur (based on the fact that concentration of the electrolyte44

is nearly constant at short times). Doyler et al. [1] (presenting the now45

so-called Doyle–Fuller–Newman, or DFN, model) turned the attention into46
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solid phase diffusion and electrolyte transport, discussing their relevance in47

terms of a couple of dimensionless numbers (Ss and Sc presented below).48

These two parameters (although under a different notation) are also used to49

interpret relaxation phenomena in galvanostatic and potentiostatic tests in50

Fuller el al.[5]. Similarly, Doyle et al. [6] considered two transport limitation51

scenarios: one related to lithium ion diffusion in the electrolyte and another52

one to solid phase diffusion (a third, ohmically–dominated case is also briefly53

considered in the paper). Simplified models are then derived and discussed54

based on the above mentioned dimensionless parameters.55

A penetration depth dimensionless parameter related to electrolyte trans-56

port properties is defined in Gallagher et al. [7] to understand the role of57

electrolyte transport as a limiting mechanism in the improvement of cell areal58

capacities. In connection with this, NMC cathodes performance is experi-59

mentally analysed in Heubner et al. [8] through the use of a diffusion-limited60

C-rate (DLC). Two dimensionless parameters associated to conductivity (in61

both the solid phase and the electrolyte) are defined in Jiang et al. [9] and62

used in conjunction with three characteristic times (related to diffusion and63

cell charge/discharge) in the interpretation of the results from the numerical64

simulation of several modifications of a base case cell design, in order to ex-65

plain the observed behaviour. Similarly, (dimensional) ionic and electronic66

resistances are used in tandem with a characteristic diffusion time to under-67

stand cell performance in Kondo and Srinivasan [10]. In Du et al. [11] two68

dimensionless parameters (the first one defined as the ratio between diffusion69

and charge/discharge characteristic times and the second one a dimensionless70

conductivity in the solid phase) are defined in the framework of the analysis71

of cell performance predicted by several surrogate models, in order to illus-72

trate the corresponding transport limitation. Following a purely empirical73

approach, Heubner et al. [12] and Tian et al. [13] provide correlations for74

the battery capacity rate. These correlations are based on a characteristic75

time that is fitted from experiments but later discussed in terms of physical76

characteristic times.77

More recently, dimensionless numbers have also been used to derive ap-78

propriate limit models for some particular cases. This has been done, for79

instance, in Marquis et al. [14] concerning a frequent limit model in lithium80

ion batteries, as they provide a systematic asymptotic derivation of both81

the Single Particle Model (SPM) and a correction term that accounts for82

the behaviour in the electrolyte phase. A similar analysis was carried out83

by Richardson et al. [15] and later discussed by both groups of authors in84
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Timms et et al.[16].85

In all these references, a few specific dimensionless parameters related86

to some particular transport mechanisms are introduced. In an explicit or87

implicit way, some hypotheses on the remaining transport mechanisms are88

made and an ad–hoc definition of the dimensionless parameters is proposed.89

Then, these dimensionless parameters are used to interpret numerical or ex-90

perimental results. In some cases, they are also used to build ad hoc limit91

models, retaining only the identified corresponding transport terms. These92

previously considered approaches do not consider a complete set of dimen-93

sionless parameters, nor do they exploit the predictions obtained by these94

analysis.95

In this work, we derive a comprehensive set of dimensionless parameters96

in order to characterise the relevance of any transport mechanism in the cell.97

In this derivation, attention is paid to provide a general definition of these98

dimensionless parameters, so that no underlying hypothesis is needed. Us-99

ing this comprehensive set of dimensionless parameters, it will be possible to100

anticipate the scale of each transport term in the cell and, as a consequence,101

the performance of any cell design can be estimated. Thus, an extremely in-102

expensive methodology can be proposed to identify limiting mechanisms of a103

particular cell design in any specific region of the parameter space, then pro-104

viding useful design guidelines. In order to illustrate the proposed method-105

ology and its ability to provide in–depth understanding of a particular cell106

performance, a solid electrolyte Li/PEO+LiTFSI/LiFePO4 cell is consid-107

ered. Based on the computation of dimensionless parameters, identification108

of possible sources of polarization and predictions of deviations from the max-109

imum energy density will be carried out for several cell designs and operation110

conditions demonstrating benefits of using analysis of dimensionless param-111

eters as a fast characterisation and development tool. Predictions made by112

inspection of dimensionless parameters will be then validated through both113

numerical integration of the DFN model and experimental tests.114

The remainder of this paper is structured in the following way. In section115

2 the proposed methodology is presented where, using the electrochemical116

DFN model, the comprehensive set of dimensionless parameters is defined117

and information provided by each dimensionless parameter is discussed. The118

above mentioned application example is considered in section 3, where polar-119

ization and effective capacity predictions are made and battery design guide-120

lines derived from analysis of dimensionless parameteres are proposed. In121

section 4 predictions made from the inspection of dimensionless parameters122
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are validated through numerical simulation and experimental tests. Finally,123

in section 5 main conclusions of the proposed work are presented.124
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2. Dimensionless model125

In this section, a comprehensive set of dimensionless parameters able to126

characterise the solutions of the DFN electrochemical model for a lithium ion127

battery is derived. The reference DFN model used for these cells is based on128

porous electrode theory, concentrated solution theory and kinetics equations129

as developed by Doyle et al. [1]. Although this paper is focused on the DFN130

model, the ideas concerning the derivation of a complete set of dimensionless131

parameters to characterise a battery behaviour presented in this section can132

be extended not only to other battery models but to other electrochemical133

models as well. In particular, electrochemical systems such as fuel cells or134

eletrolyzers can be analysed using the methodology presented here.135

In the model, two kinds of electrodes are considered: a porous electrode136

composed of active material particles, with a binder and conductive ma-137

trix and a lithium metal foil electrode. In the second electrode, the voltage138

drop across the foil is negligible and is not considered in the model. The139

plating/stripping kinetics of lithium is modelled as a nonlinear boundary140

condition.141

The DFN model proposed in Doyle et al. [1] is composed by two charge142

transport equations (one for the electronic current in the active material and143

another for the ionic current in the electrolyte) and two lithium transport144

equations (one for the transport in the electrolyte and another one for the145

lithium diffusion in the active material particles). In addition, lithium inter-146

calation/deintercalation kinetics (both at the surface of the active material147

particles and at the surface of the lithium foil) are described by Butler-Volmer148

equations in order to close the model. It must be observed that a large num-149

ber of parameters is present in the DFN model. Some parameters arise as150

the consequence of the homogeneization of the underlying microscale model151

(in order to derive a continuum model), other parameters are related to the152

(many) lithium and charge transport mechanisms occuring in different mate-153

rials and, finally, several parameters correspond to the Butler-Volmer kinetics154

modelling.155

Considering the aforementioned DFN model equations, a dimensionless156

version of each equation is derived, and the effect in terms of the cell be-157

haviour of the several dimensionless parameters appearing in each dimen-158

sionless equation will be discussed. As explained below, each dimensionless159

parameter provides an estimate on the relative relevance of two terms in one160

of the above mentioned (transport and kinetics) equations, thus yielding very161
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relevant information on the cell performance since limiting transport mech-162

anisms can be easily identified from these comparisons. As it will be shown,163

some quantitative predictions can also result from inspection of dimensionless164

parameters.165

2.1. Electronic and ionic charge transport equations166

Let us consider first electronic charge transport in the solid phase. The167

corresponding equation reads (see list of symbols for the nomenclature used168

in this paper):169

− ∂

∂x
(σeff

∂φs
∂x

) = −asin (1)

For the ionic charge transport in the electrolyte the equation, in turn,170

reads:171

− ∂

∂x
(Keff ∂φe

∂x
) +

∂

∂x
(Keff

D

1

Ce

∂Ce
∂x

) = asin (2)

The kinetics is assumed to be described by Butler–Volmer equation. Thus172

in = i0

(
e
αaF
RT

(φe−φs−UOCV ) − e
−αcF
RT

(φe−φs−UOCV )
)

(3)

A dimensionless version of this equation describing the kinetics will be173

discussed at the end of this section. Hereinafter, for the sake of simplicity,174

it will be assumed that αa and αc are equal, and a new parameter α will be175

used for this common value.176

In order to identify the scale of each transport term, a dimensionless form177

of these equations will be derived. To do this, a dimensionless version of the178

variables is needed, making some a priori hypotheses on its behaviour. Later,179

the consistency of these hypotheses will be analysed using the transport180

equations and their boundary conditions.181

To begin with, for the potentials φs and φe two reference values φrefs and182

φrefe are identified. In the DFN model, a potential reference value is needed183

to single out a solution to the numerical model. If a lithium foil is used as one184

electrode, the lithium foil potential will arise naturally as the reference value.185

In any case, we assume that a reference value for φrefe is selected. For φrefs , a186

characteristic value from the Open Circuit Voltage (UOCV ) can be used since187
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the difference φe − φs is to be compared with UOCV in order to determine188

the overpotential η = φs− φe−UOCV in the kinetics. Thus, with a reference189

value U ref
OCV , φ

ref
s = φrefe +U ref

OCV will be selected. In addition, a guess on the190

scale of the deviation from the reference values is made. At this point the191

assumption that this deviation has an order of magnitude RT
αF

is considered.192

Once all the dimensionless numbers have been defined we will reexamine this193

hypothesis, as shown below. According to the equation (3) this assumption194

implies that in ∼ i0 (the standard notation ∼ is used hereinafter to indicate195

that two quantities has the same order of magnitude, meaning that none of196

them is much larger than the other).197

According to this discussion, dimensionless potentials φ̂e and φ̂s are de-198

fined by199

φe = φrefe +
RT

αF
φ̂e (4)

φs = φrefs +
RT

αF
φ̂s (5)

and, of course, if the above assumptions are correct then φ̂e ∼ φ̂s ∼ 1 (mean-200

ing that numerical values of dimensionless potentials φ̂e and φ̂s are neither201

large nor small).202

In order to get a dimensionless version of the equations, some additional203

characteristic values are introduced. To begin with, a characteristic length204

L0 is defined as the cell thickness, so L0 is given by the addition of separator205

and porous electrode thicknesses. Also, a characteristic value for the electric206

current density I0 = Iapp
A

is defined, where Iapp and A represent the applied207

current and the cell area, respectively.208

Firstly, charge conservation of solid phase equation, Eq. (1), is written209

in dimensionless form using definition (5), introducing a dimensionless co-210

ordinate x̂ = x
L0

and collecting the remaining parameters in dimensionless211

numbers. The resulting equation can be written as212

− ∂

∂x̂
(
σeffs RT

αFL0I0

∂φ̂s
∂x̂

) = −L0as
in
I0

(6)

Note that L0 and I0 have been introduced in both sides in order to get213

dimensionless values of as and in. According to this, new dimensionless214

variables âs and în will be defined:215
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âs = L0as în =
in
I0

(7)

as well as a dimensionless parameter δσ216

δσ =
αFL0I0

σeffs RT
(8)

The inverse of the dimensionless parameter δσ can be interpreted as the217

ratio between the variation of the electronic current along the electrode (for218

the assumed characteristic values of the variables) and the electronic ex-219

change on the active particles surface assuming asin ∼ I0
L0

(see below). More220

precisely221

∂
∂x

(
σeffs

∂φs
∂x

)
asin

∼
1
L2

0
σeffs

RT
αF

1
L0
I0

=
1

δσ
(9)

It should be remarked that dimensionless number δσ defined above is con-222

nected with dimensionless current density δ defined in Newman et al. [3].223

Using the nomenclature in this paper, the dimensionless parameter intro-224

duced in [3] is defined as225

δ =
αFL0I0

RT

(
1

Keff,ref
+

1

σeffs

)
(10)

Thus, if Keff,ref � σeffs (i.e. charge transport is more restricted in the226

electronic phase) we have227

δσ ' δ (11)

It is easily recognised that Newman’s dimensionless number δ used in228

Newman et al. [3] is able to capture the most limiting charge transport229

mechanism (and, as it will be seen later, to identify the scale of the corre-230

sponding polarization), which under the assumption Keff,ref � σeffs is the231

transport in the electronic phase. In the same paper of Newman et al. [3]232

a second dimensionless number ε defined adapting the nomenclature in this233

paper as234

ε =
L0I0αF

Keff
e RT

(12)
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is used to obtain a dimensionless measure of the ionic conductivity and this235

dimensionless number will coincide with our definition of δK below. The236

dimensionless number δσ can be computed subtracting ε from δ. In our237

case we prefer to build directly two dimensionless numbers associated to the238

conductivity in each phase since it will make easier the analysis below.239

Let us turn now our attention to the charge transport balance in the240

electronic phase. From the integration of the electronic charge transport241

equation (1) on the electrode, it is readily obtained that242 ∫
electrode

as in dx = −Iapp/A (13)

using boundary conditions related to electronic insulation on the boundary243

with the separator and applied current on the collector. Note that, as men-244

tioned above, Iapp/A will be selected as the characteristic current density, I0.245

Hence, from equation (13) the assumption asin ∼ I0
L0

can be derived if the246

reaction rate has the same order of magnitude along the porous electrode247

and the thickness of this electrode is not much smaller than the thickness of248

the cell itself.249

As explained, dimensionless parameter δσ can be interpreted as a ratio250

of both terms (electric conduction and electronic exchange on the active251

particles surface) in equation (6) assuming that variations of the electric252

potential φs, ∆φs, verifies ∆φs ∼ RT
αF

. But, of course, both terms in the253

ratio must have the same order of magnitude for the actual variation of the254

(electronic) potential φs since equation (6) must hold regardless the condition255

∆φs ∼ RT
αF

is satisfied or not.256

Let us reformulate this point in detail. Substituting δσ, âs and în in this257

equation (6), dimensionless equation reads258

− ∂

∂x̂
(

1

δσ

∂φ̂s
∂x̂

) = âsîn (14)

where âsîn ∼ 1 is expected (as explained above). Quite different situations259

will arise depending on the magnitude of δσ:260

1. If δσ ∼ 1 the hypothesis on the variation of the electronic potential261

(φ̂s in dimensionless form) is consistent with equation (14) and, in262

particular, since ∆φ̂s ∼ 1 variations of the electronic potential along263

the electrode, ∆φs, will behave as264
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∆φs ∼
RT

αF
(15)

with RT
αF

equal to 0.0513V for T = 298K and α = 1/2, as previously265

assumed. Instead, if δσ � 1 or δσ � 1 there is an inconsistency with266

the hypothesis.267

2. If δσ � 1 then ∆φ̂s must be small for equation (14) to be satisfied. Thus268

the actual value of ∆φs must be much smaller than RT
αF

. In particular,269

from equation (14) the estimate270

∆φs ∼ δσ
RT

αF
(16)

is obtained.271

3. If δσ � 1, equation (14) implies that ∆φs must be much larger than272

RT
αF

. It is now more difficult to identify the scale of the actual value of273

∆φs. If the exchange current has the same order of magnitude along the274

electrode one easily gets the estimate (16) again, but now δσ � 1 and275

a large potential drop of the electronic potential is expected. However,276

the large variation of φs along the porous electrode could lead to an277

exchange current confined in a small part of this electrode and then278

even larger potential drops than those predicted by (16) could arise.279

Before expressing the ionic charge transport in the electrolyte equation in280

dimensionless form, lithium ions concentration in the electrolyte phase (Ce)281

must be converted into dimensionless term. This dimensionless variable could282

be defined in terms of the difference of the concentration Ce at both ends of283

the cell, that will be called ∆Cref
e , and the initial value C0

e (understood as the284

homogeneous concentration attained in the electrolyte after the cell has been285

subject to a long open circuit period). Now, the problem of the definition286

of ∆Cref
e arises. Since the boundary condition of the lithium ions balance287

in the electrolyte phase at the interface between separator and lithium foil288

states that lithium ions flow rate into the electrolyte is precisely the applied289

current density, this boundary condition reads:290

−Deff
e

∂Ce
∂x

=
1− t0+
F

Iapp
A

(17)

Of course, this condition holds for both separator interfaces. At the same291

time, these conditions on the lithium ions flow rate do not only hold for a292
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cell with a lithium metal electrode and a porous electrode, but also for a cell293

with two porous electrodes.294

Thus, assuming that the concentration gradient keeps the same order of295

magnitude all along the cell, assuming 1 − t0+ ∼ 1 as well and selecting a296

reference value for Deff
e (denoted by Deff,ref

e ), a characteristic value for the297

concentration difference between both ends will be given by298

∆Cref
e =

I0L0

Deff,ref
e F

(1− t+0 ) (18)

Later, a more accurate estimation of the concentration variation ∆Cref
e299

will be obtained and benefits associated to its use discussed.300

It should be stressed that by no means any assumption that the concen-301

tration gradient ∂Ce
∂x

is almost constant will be made. In fact, concentration302

gradient is not even assumed to keep the same order of magnitude all along303

the cell. In particular, regions of low concentration gradient in the cell (as304

a consequence, for instance, of almost complete lithium depletion in parts of305

the electrode) will also be allowed in this analysis. The reason is that the306

only underlying hypothesis in the scaling is that the value ∆Cref
e computed307

in equation (18) correctly identifies the order of magnitude of the lithium308

concentration variations in the cell and this is still valid in the mentioned309

cases, as well as many others.310

At the same time, it is important to underline that the scaling of Ce311

based on ∆Cref
e defined by equation (18) is much more flexible than a scaling312

using C0
e as the characteristic value for Ce variations. In the latter case, the313

dimensionless variable Ce−C0
e

C0
e

is not able to correctly capture variations in314

the lithium concentration in the electrolyte for those cases where ∆Cref
e �315

C0
e (which is the case in many thin LIB cells) since in all these cases the316

dimensionless concentration is constant at leading order.317

Thus, dimensionless lithium concentration in the electrolyte, Ĉe, will be318

defined by319

Ce = C0
e + ∆Cref

e Ĉe (19)

As already explained, a reference value for Deff
e must be selected. Since320

limiting transport mechanism are to be identified through the use of dimen-321

sionless parameter, characteristic lithium effective diffusivity in the (porous)322

electrode will be preferred. On the other hand, if Deff
e is concentration–323

dependent this reference value can be chosen as the effective diffusivity cor-324
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responding to the initial concentration C0
e , assuming the parameter Deff

e325

keeps the same order of magnitude for all values of the concentration Ce.326

If this is not the case, a more careful discussion is needed. For the sake of327

simplicity, this possibility will not be discussed in this paper although this328

discussion can be easily performed adapting the analysis carried out here.329

It should be observed as well that, keeping in mind conservation of
∫
cell

εeCedx330

arising from lithium ion transport equation explained below, ∆Cref
e defined331

in equation (18) is expected to approximately represent twice the maximum332

deviation of Ce from C0
e . It will be seen later that this ∆Cref

e will be useful to333

detect the cases where (parts of) the electrolyte can be depleted from lithium334

ions.335

Using dimensionless variables the ionic charge transport in the electrolyte336

equation reads:337

− ∂

∂x̂

(
RTKeff

I0L0αF

∂φ̂e
∂x̂

)
+

∂

∂x̂

 Keff
D

I0L0F

∆Cref
e

C0
e

1

1 + ∆Crefe

C0
e
Ĉe

∂Ĉe
∂x̂

 = âsîn (20)

where Keff
D = KeffRT

F
(1 + ∂ ln f±

∂ lnCe
)(1− t0+).338

As in the case of Deff
e previously discussed, characteristic values of Keff

339

and Keff
D must be selected in order to define appropriate dimensionless pa-340

rameters. Again, parameters Keff , t+0 and ∂ ln f±
∂ lnCe

can depend on Ce (Keff
D341

would depend on Ce if any of these parameters is dependent on Ce) and, in342

this case, properties could be evaluated at the initial concentration, C0
e . In343

this work, it will be assumed that each parameter (Keff and Keff
D ) keeps344

the same order of magnitude all along the cell and that ∂ ln f±
∂ lnCe

∼ 1. Both345

hypotheses are not restrictive in practice.346

Keeping in mind all these considerations, the following dimensionless pa-347

rameters are defined348

δK =
αFI0L0

RTKeff,ref
δKD =

FL0I0

Keff,ref
D

C0
e

∆Cref
e

(21)

and dimensionless ionic charge transport equation now reads349

− ∂

∂x̂

(
1

δK

Keff

Keff,ref

∂φ̂e
∂x̂

)
+

∂

∂x̂

 1

δKD

Keff
D

Keff,ref
D

1

1 + ∆Cerfe

C0
e
Ĉe

∂Ĉe
∂x̂

 = âsîn

(22)
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From the previous definitions, dimensionless numbers δK and δKD can350

be also interpreted as ratios between terms in the charge transport in the351

ionic phase. In particular, δK can be interpreted as the ratio of the inter-352

calation/deintercalation kinetics to the charge transport associated to the353

electric potential gradient (i.e. migration charge transport)354

asin
∂
∂x

(Keff ∂φe
∂x

)
∼

1
L0
I0

1
L2

0
Keff,ref RT

αF

= δK (23)

as well as δKD can be interpreted as the ratio of the intercalation/deintercalation355

kinetics to the diffusive charge transport356

asin
∂
∂x

(Keff
D

1
Ce

∂Ce
∂x

)
∼

1
L0
I0

1
L2

0
Keff,ref
D

C0
e

∆Cref
e

= δKD (24)

It should be remarked that the dimensionless number ∆Crefe

C0
e

does not only357

appear in the definition of δKD but it also appears as a parameter by itself358

in the ionic charge transport equation (22). At the same time, it is worth359

mentioning that this parameter was already proposed in Newman et al. [3]360

represented by γ in [3] which is defined as361

γ =
I0L0

FDeff
e C0

e

=
1

1− t+0
∆Cref

e

C0
e

(25)

and used to compute the solution of some limit models in Newman et al.[3].362

Two quite different regimes can be found, depending on the magnitude363

of dimensionless parameter ∆Crefe

C0
e

:364

• Let us first consider a case with ∆Crefe

C0
e
� 1. In this case one readily365

obtains for the charge transport coefficients366

1

δK

Keff

Keff,ref
∼ 1

δK
(26)

1

δKD

Keff
D

Keff,ref
D

1

1 + ∆Crefe

C0
e
Ĉe
∼ 1

δKD
� 1

δK
(27)
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and since ∂φ̂e
∂x̂
∼ ∂Ĉe

∂x̂
∼ 1 is expected as well as ∂2φ̂e

∂x̂2 ∼ ∂2Ĉe
∂x̂2 ∼ 1 if the367

hypotheses made above are correct, the ionic charge transport equation368

can be approximated in this case by369

− ∂

∂x̂

(
1

δK

Keff

Keff,ref

∂φ̂e
∂x̂

)
= âsîn (28)

Then, the same analysis made above for δσ and φs can be repeated here370

for δK and φe. In particular, characteristic values for drops of φe across371

the electrolyte can be estimated from δK . Again, if δK � 1 reaction372

can be confined in a narrow part of the cathode.373

• A very different behaviour arises if ∆Crefe

C0
e
∼ 1. Now, δK ∼ δKD and374

the term 1

1+
∆C

ref
e
C0
e

Ĉe

can be quite large since lithium depletion in the375

electrolyte can not be discarded when ∆Cref
e ∼ C0

e .376

Thus, concerning ionic charge transport in the electrolyte, if 1

1+
∆C

ref
e
C0
e

Ĉe

377

is large the diffusion term in the ionic current is large as well, and since378

both contributions have opposite signs, the migration term must also379

be large. Using the same kind of arguments employed in the discussion380

of the behaviour of the electronic potential, it means that the drop of381

φe across the electrolyte must be larger than the assumed value RT
αF

.382

Remark that, in contrast to the case with ∆Crefe

C0
e
� 1, now δK does383

not need to be small for this drop to be large. Again, the order of384

magnitude of the drop in φe could be estimated from ∆Crefe

C0
e

(although385

the arguments are more involved in this case).386

Finally, it can be remarked that the quotient ∆Crefe

C0
e

is also related to the387

penetration depth, Ld, defined in Gallagher et al. [7]. Using the nomenclature388

in this paper, Ld is defined by389

Ld =
ε

τ

Deff
e C0

eF

(1− t0+)I0

(29)

Thus Ld can be redefined as390

Ld =
C0
e

∆Cref
e

ε

τ
L0 (30)
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According to Gallagher et al. [7], a penetration depth Ld larger than the391

designed electrode thickness suggests that transport in the electrolyte will392

not limit the full utilisation of the active material in the electrode. This is393

due to the fact that a relatively large value of Ld is related to a low value394

of the quotient ∆Crefe

C0
e

, excluding the possibility of almost complete depletion395

of lithium in part of the electrode. In contrast, a value of Ld comparable396

to the electrode thickness (corresponding to a value of ∆Crefe

C0
e

of order unity)397

is related to the possibility of lithium depletion and the appearance of a398

noticeable polarization due to this effect.399

2.2. Lithium ion transport in electrolyte and active particles400

Firstly, Lithium ion mass transport equation for the electrolyte is consid-401

ered.402

εe
∂Ce
∂t
− ∂

∂x

(
Deff
e

∂Ce
∂x

)
=
as(1− t0+)

F
in (31)

In order to get a dimensionless version of this equation, only a reference403

value of Deff
e and a characteristic time tc are needed in addition to the404

previously defined dimensionless parameters and variables. Consistently with405

the selection of I0, the corresponding discharge/charge time will be considered406

for tc. Thus, the dimensionless equation reads407

εeL
2
0

Deff,ref
e tc

∂Ĉe

∂t̂
− ∂

∂x̂

(
Deff
e

Deff,ref
e

∂Ĉe
∂x̂

)
= âsîn (32)

where t̂ = t
tc
, and the following dimensionless parameter τ effe can be intro-408

duced409

τ effe =
Deff,ref
e tc
εeL2

0

(33)

Note that τ effe can be reinterpreted as the ratio between two terms in410

the lithium transport in the electrolyte equation. On the one hand, τ effe can411

be interpreted as the ratio between the discharge characteristic time tc and412

the diffusion characteristic time in the electrolyte tediff (which is given by413

tediff =
εeL2

0

Deff,refe
). Alternatively, it can be related to the inverse of the ratio of414

the characteristic value of the accumulation term (εe ∂Ce∂t ) to the characteristic415
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values of the intercalation/deintercalation kinetics term (as
F

(1− t0+)in), in the416

right hand side of the equation. More precisely, using equations (7) and (18)417

εe
∂Ce
∂t

as
F

(1− t0+)in
∼

εe
∆Crefe

tc
as
F

(1− t0+)in
=

1

âsîn

1

τ effe

∼ 1

τ effe

(34)

since âsîn ∼ 1, as explained above.418

It should be observed that hypotheses419

∂Ĉe

∂t̂
∼ ∂Ĉe

∂x̂
∼ ∂2Ĉe

∂x̂2
∼ 1 (35)

are consistent with equation (32) only if τ effe ∼ 1. If, instead, τ effe � 1 the420

solution of (32) will be quasi–steady except for some fast transients, meaning421

that lithium ion concentration profiles in the electrolyte will almost instantly422

adapt to new applied currents. If, in contrast, τ effe � 1 time derivatives will423

be small and slow transients to adapt to a new applied current are to be424

expected. Of course, the order of magnitude of ∂Ce
∂t

can be estimated from425

τ effe in both cases.426

Concerning the previous definition of the dimensionless parameter ∆Cref
e /C0

e427

an estimate of the lithium concentration variation ∆Cref
e assuming a constant428

concentration gradient along the cell was used. Although this definition is al-429

ready able to identify the scale of concentration variations, in some cases this430

dimensionless parameter is not able to detect the effect of some cell design pa-431

rameters (such as, for instance, ratio between separator and electrode thick-432

ness). This is quite relevant when concentration variation are large enough433

to produce lithium depletion in the electrolyte. Of course ∆Cref
e ∼ C0

e cor-434

rectly detects lithium depletion is possible, but a more accurate prediction435

of concentration variation is needed if accurate information concerning the436

likelihood of complete lithium depletion (in part of the electrode) is sought.437

A more accurate prediction of lithium concentration variation requires438

incorporating knowledge on separator and cathode thicknesses as well as in-439

formation from the ratio Deff
e,sep/D

eff
e,elec. Lithium transport equation in the440

electrolyte (31) can be readily solved assuming a steady solution and a con-441

stant value of the intercalation/deintercalation source term (corresponding to442

the applied current Iapp), as well as constant diffusivities in separator (Deff
e,sep)443

and electrode (Deff
e,elec). Using these assumptions, the following value for the444

lithium concentration variation along the cell is obtained445
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∆Cref,∗
e =

(1− t0+)I0Lsep

FDeff
e,sep

+
(1− t0+)I0Lelec

2FDeff
e,elec

(36)

where Lsep and Lelec stand for the separator and electrode thicknesses. The446

first term corresponds to concentration variation along the separator and447

the second one concentration variations along the electrode. Using ∆Cref,∗
e448

defined above, information from the parameters Deff
e,sep/D

eff
e,elec and Lsep/Lelec449

(absent in the definition of ∆Cref
e ) can be included in the analysis. Later, it450

will be shown this can be important in some problems (such as the analysis451

of the effects of modification of the electrode thickness, for instance).452

Now, lithium ion mass transport in active material (spherical) particles453

is considered. Transport equation (for radial symmetric solutions, in dimen-454

sional terms) reads455

∂Cs
∂t
− 1

r2

∂

∂r

(
r2Ds

∂Cs
∂r

)
= 0 (37)

with a boundary condition456

Ds
∂Cs
∂r

=
in
F

(38)

on r = rp (being rp the particle radius).457

A dimensionless lithium concentration Ĉs is introduced through458

Cs = Cmax
s Ĉs (39)

where Cmax
s represents the maximum lithium concentration in active material459

particles. Thus Ĉs is expected to verify Ĉs ∼ 1.460

Lithium transport equation in dimensionless form reads461

r2
p

tcD
ref
s

∂Ĉs

∂t̂
− 1

r̂2

∂

∂r̂

(
r̂2 Ds

Dref
s

∂Ĉs
∂r̂

)
= 0 (40)

where Dref
s represents a characteristic value of the diffusion coefficient Ds462

and r̂ stands for the dimensionless radial coordinate r̂ =
r

rp
.463

Since diffusion characteristic time, tdiff , in active material particles of464

radius rp is given by465
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tdiff =
r2
p

Dref
s

(41)

a dimensionless number τs can be defined as the inverse of the (dimensionless)466

coefficient in the accumulation term467

1

τs
=

r2
p

tcD
ref
s

(42)

and this number can be interpreted as the ratio of diffusion time to charac-468

teristic (charge/discharge) time.469

Again, our analysis will in principle assume that Ds will keep the same470

order of magnitude as Cs varies so that Ds
Drefs

∼ 1 and dimensionless param-471

eter τs is able to describe the ratio between characteristic times all along472

the cell utilisation. Nevertheless, due to the complex transport phenomena473

inside the active material particles that are being modelled as a (simple)474

diffusion process described by Fick’s law, huge variations of the effective475

diffusion coefficient will frequently appear. In theses cases, several dimen-476

sionless parameters τs must be calculated since cell performance (anticipated477

by dimensionless numbers as it is being shown) can greatly differ for different478

values of the state of charge.479

If the dimensionless number τs is large (i.e. tc � tdiff ) diffusion is rela-480

tively fast in comparison to charge/discharge characteristic time and lithium481

will move from/into the particle core almost instantaneously leading to flat482

concentration profiles in the particle core. In contrast, if τs is small (i.e.483

tc � tsdif ) diffusion is relatively slow and during charge/discharge there is no484

time for lithium to move from/into the particle core, so that long diffusion485

transients will show up. In this second case, where steep concentration pro-486

files can not be discarded, lithium saturation/depletion in the surface of the487

particle could give rise to (logarithmically) large overpotentials (see below488

the discussion on lithium intercalation and stripping–plating kinetics).489

On the other hand, boundary condition (38) in dimensionless form reads490

Ds(Ĉs)

Dref
s

∂Ĉs
∂r̂

=
rpI0

Dref
s Cmax

s FasL0

in
I0

asL0 (43)

Taking into account that as can be expressed as a function of the particle491

radius and the active material volume fraction (as = 3εs
rp
, where εs represents492
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the active material volume fraction), the dimensionless parameter Ss defined493

by Fuller et al. in [5] can be introduced494

Ss =
r2
pI0

3εsD
ref
s Cmax

s FL0

(44)

The boundary condition can then be rewritten as495

Ds(Ĉs)

Dref
s

∂Ĉs
∂r̂

= Ss âs în (45)

Keeping in mind that âsîn ∼ 1 (as previously shown), if the dimension-496

less number Ss is large, then steep lithium concentration profiles will show up497

near the particle surface (i.e. a boundary layer for the lithium concentration498

profile Ce will be present). This, in turn, means that even if the particle is499

not fully delithiated nor lithiated, a large overpotential can appear in the cell500

since surface concentration can be instead close to 0 or Cmax
s , respectively.501

On the other hand, if Ss is small there will not be any boundary layer in the502

solid particles and smooth lithium concentration profiles near the surface will503

be observed instead. Nevertheless, surface concentration could still be (quite)504

different from the particle mean lithium concentration (and, again, a rela-505

tively large overpotential could appear) if τs is also small. Otherwise, almost506

flat lithium concentration profiles will be encountered inside the particles.507

In summary, both τs and Ss are related to transport limitations in the508

solid phase: τs anticipates the concentration gradient in the particle core509

and Ss the presence of a boundary layer in the concentration profile near the510

particle surface.511

2.3. On lithium intercalation and stripping–plating kinetics512

Butler–Volmer kinetics is used to account for the charge-transfer reaction513

of the lithium intercalation. In dimensional form this kinetics is written as514

in = FkCα
e (Cmax

s − Cs|r=rp)α(Cs|r=rp)α(
exp(

αF

RT
(φs − φe − Ueq))− exp(−αF

RT
(φs − φe − Ueq))

)
(46)

so that dimensionless variable în introduced in equation (7) reads in turn515
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în =
Fk

I0

(C0
e )α (Cmax

s )2α (1 +
∆Cref

e

C0
e

Ĉe)
α (1− Ĉs|r̂=1)α( Ĉs|r̂=1)α(

exp(φ̂s − φ̂e −∆Ûeq)− exp(−(φ̂s − φ̂e −∆Ûeq))
)

(47)

Thus, âsîn can be expressed as516

âsîn = k̂ Φ̂(Ĉe, Ĉs|r̂=1) (exp(η̂)− exp(−η̂)) (48)

with k̂ defined by517

k̂ =
asFkL0

I0

(C0
e )α (Cmax

s )2α, (49)

η̂ defined as αF
RT
η, so that using ∆ÛOCV = αF

RT
(UOCV −U ref

OCV ) it can be written518

as519

η̂ = φ̂s − φ̂e −∆ÛOCV (Ĉs|r̂=1), (50)

and Φ̂(Ĉe, Ĉs|r̂=1) given by520

Φ̂(Ĉe, Ĉs|r̂=1) = (1 +
∆Cref

e

C0
e

Ĉe)
α (1− Ĉs|r̂=1)α( Ĉs|r̂=1)α (51)

It can be observed that unless (a) lithium is almost exhausted in the521

electrolyte (i.e. Ĉe ' − C0
e

∆Crefe
), (b) the cathode is almost fully lithiated522

(Ĉs|r̂=1 ' 1), or (c) it is almost fully delithiated (Ĉs|r̂=1 ' 0), the factor Φ̂523

that measures the effects of lithium concentration on the kinetics in dimen-524

sionless terms verifies Φ̂ ∼ 1.525

Recalling that equation (13) anticipates the behaviour âsîn ∼ 1, from526

equation (48) the following condition can be derived527

k̂Φ̂(Ĉe, Ĉs|r̂=1) (exp(η̂)− exp(−η̂)) ∼ 1 (52)

Using this condition, the scale of the polarization associated to the lithium528

intercalation/deintercalation in the active material can be anticipated from529

the knowledge of the dimensionless number k̂ corresponding to the dimen-530

sionless value of the kinetics pre–exponential factor and the dimensionless531
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function Φ̂(Ĉe, Ĉs|r̂=1) gathering the effect of lithium concentration both in532

the electrolyte and on the active material particles surface.533

In particular, if k̂Φ̂(Ĉe, Ĉs|r̂=1) ∼ 1, from equation (52) one can anticipate534

that (exp(η̂)− exp(−η̂)) ∼ 1 meaning that dimensional overpotential η has535

the same scale (RT
αF

) that the assumed scale for the variations of the potentials536

in the electronic and ionic phases. On the other hand, if k̂Φ̂(Ĉe, Ĉs|r̂=1)� 1537

it is concluded from equation (52) that the overpotential is logarithmically538

large (in terms of the potential scale RT
αF

).539

In other words, if the intercalation/deintercalation kinetics is not slow540

(k̂ ∼ 1) and there is no reaction limitation due to the lithium concentration541

in the electrolyte Ĉe or on the active material particles surface Ĉs|r̂=1 then542

the overpotential shows the scale RT
αF

. Of course, the overpotential will be543

even smaller when the kinetics is fast (k̂ � 1). If, in contrast, the intercala-544

tion/deintercalation kinetics is slow (k̂ � 1) or there is any reaction limita-545

tion (so that Φ̂(Ĉe, Ĉs|r̂=1)� 1 since Ce � 1, Ĉs|r̂=1 � 1 or Ĉs|r̂=1 ' 1) the546

overpotential will be logarithmically large (compared to RT
αF

).547

Stripping–plating kinetics on the lithium foil surface is described in a548

similar manner. The charge-transfer of the lithium foil interface with the549

separator, iLi, is modelled by550

iLi = FkLiC
α
e

(
exp(−αF

RT
φe)− exp(

αF

RT
φe)

)
(53)

being φe the potential of the ionic phase at the (lithium) foil-separator inter-551

face. It should be remarked that kLi will be related to the lithium foil surface552

preparation (since formation of dendrites, pits and SEI cracks will have a553

strong effect on the stripping-plating kinetics), however these detailed mech-554

anisms are not taken into account in our analysis, and a global mechanism,555

measured by kLi, is considered. On the other hand, it can be mentioned that556

other stripping-plating kinetics can be found in the literature using different557

orders for stripping and plating reactions. The proposed methodology can be558

easily adapted to those cases to derive appropriate dimensionless parameters559

but, for the sake of brevity, such adaption will not be detailed here.560

Since iLi = Iapp/A (and Iapp/A is selected as the reference density current,561

I0) using previously defined dimensionless variables, the boundary condition562

can be written as563

k̂Li (1 +
∆Cref

e

C0
e

)α (e−φ̂e − eφ̂e) = 1 (54)
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with564

k̂Li =
FkLi(C

0
e )α

I0

(55)

Again, from equation (54) it can be concluded that if k̂Li ∼ 1 (i.e. the565

kinetics is not too slow) and (1 + ∆Crefe

C0
e

) ∼ 1 (i.e. local lithium depletion in566

the electrolyte can be excluded) the assumption φ̂e ∼ 1 will hold and a rela-567

tively low polarization due to stripping–plating will appear in the cell (such568

polarization η will have a magnitude η ∼ RT
αF

). Of course, this polarization569

will be much smaller (η � RT
αF

) if k̂Li � 1. In contrast, if k̂Li � 1 (i.e. a570

slow stripping–plating kinetics is present) or (1 + ∆Crefe

C0
e

) � 1 (i.e. a local571

exhaustion of lithium in the electrolyte happens) then equation (54) is in-572

compatible with the assumption φ̂e ∼ 1 and, in contrast, a (logarithmically)573

large stripping–plating polarization will show up.574

2.4. Comprehensive set of dimensionless parameters575

In this section, a comprehensive set of dimensionless parameters has been576

derived. As discussed above, these dimensional parameters allow to antici-577

pate the cell performance through the estimate of the order of magnitude of578

the several components of the cell polarization and the likelihood of lithium579

depletion. This set of dimensionless parameters is collected in table 1 (where580

a short interpretation of the information retained by each dimensionless pa-581

rameter has been included).582

[insert Table 1]583

The list of dimensionless numbers in table 1 allows to completely charac-584

terise the behaviour of a cell combining a lithium foil electrode and a porous585

electrode. In this list it can be seen that a lithium foil electrode introduces586

only a dimensionless number corresponding to the only relevant polarization,587

related to the stripping–plating kinetics. The active material in the porous588

electrode instead introduces several dimensionless numbers (such as δσ, Ss,589

τs and k̂, associated to different polarization mechanisms). If a cell with two590

porous electrodes is to be analysed, the set of dimensionless numbers asso-591

ciated to the active material needs to be replicated for the second electrode.592

It should be underlined that in table 1 a simple version of dimensionless593
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induced lithium concentration gradient in the electrolyte, ∆Crefe

C0
e

, has been594

included. As already commented, a more refined version ∆Cref,∗e

C0
e

defined by595

(1−t0+)I0Lsep

FDeffe,sep
+

(1−t0+)I0Lelec

2FDeffe,elec

can be used in order to explicitly take into account596

the effect of Deff
e,sep/D

eff
e,elec and Lsep/Lelec. This aspect will be discussed in the597

next section.598

As shown in the next two sections using a particular example (related599

to the design of a solid polymer electrolyte cell) inspection of dimensionless600

parameters in table 1 facilitates qualitative and quantitative predictions of a601

cell performance as long as the DFN model (including model parameter esti-602

mates) provides an accurate description of the cell. In addition, some insight603

on the cell performance can still be gained in cases where the DFN model604

only provides a rough description of each transport term or parameter esti-605

mates are not very accurate. The underlying idea is that provided the DFN606

model correctly identifies transport mechanisms and their corresponding or-607

der of magnitude (actual values instead could be only roughly estimated)608

inspection of dimensionless parameters allows to correctly detect transport609

limitations and thus provide some understanding of the cell performance.610
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3. Design of a solid polymer electrolyte cell611

In this section, an example of the analysis of a cell using the previously612

derived comprehensive set of dimensionless parameters is presented. In par-613

ticular, the design of a solid polymer electrolyte cell is studied. In this ex-614

ample, a preliminary design of a solid polymer electrolyte cell is considered615

and, using parameters obtained from experimental tests and completed with616

literature sources, dimensionless parameters are computed. From inspection617

of computed dimensionless parameters, limiting transport properties leading618

to relevant cell polarization contributions and hindering a full utilisation of619

the cell during a discharge are identified.620

In particular, a poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and LiTFSI salt (PEO:LiTFSI)621

solid electrolyte and LiFePO4 (LFP) cathode against Lithium foil cell is622

considered. Table 2 summarises physical parameters used for this analy-623

sis. Electrolyte transport properties such as electrolyte ionic conductivity,624

transference number and the electrolyte diffusion coefficient are measured625

experimentally in a symmetric cell configuration by EIS technique and gal-626

vanostatic pulse–relaxation method, while LFP electrode parameters, such as627

open circuit potential, solid diffusion coefficient, and stoichiometric window628

are obtained through experimental characterisation in half-coin cell config-629

uration with reference liquid electrolyte (LiPF6 in EC/DMC/DEC (1:1:1)).630

Some of the missing values for this cell are taken from literature, such as631

the reaction rate constants (of lithium intercalation as well as of lithium632

plating/stripping). Voltage drop within the lithium foil anode will be ne-633

glected in the analysis. In table 2, the parameters of a preliminary design634

with a 60µm thick polymer electrolyte, a 70µm thick cathode and an initial635

892mol/m3 LiTFSI salt concentration are shown. These design variables will636

be discussed later.637

[insert Table 2]638

Cell discharge at different currents (0.1C, 0.2C, 0.4C and 0.8C) for the639

design described above is analysed. Computed values for the set of dimen-640

sionless parameters (as defined in Table 1) are shown in Table 3 for each641

discharge current. It will be demonstrated below that cell performance can642

be anticipated from the analysis of the values of dimensionless numbers in643

table 3.644
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[insert Table 3]645

Conclusions drawn from inspection of the computed values of dimension-646

less parameters are summarised below.647

• According to the values of δσ in table 3, electronic resistivity is rather648

low in all cases (δσ = 1.15× 10−4 for 0.1 C and δσ = 9.2× 10−4 for 0.8649

C). As a result, a very small polarization will result from electronic650

conduction in this cell design. More precisely, resuming the analysis651

in the previous section, since δσ ∼ 10−4 for 0.1C, equation (16) gives652

a characteristic value for the variations of the electric potential in the653

solid phase along the electrode, ∆φs, satisfying ∆φs ∼ 10−6V for this654

case. With increasing C–rates, slightly larger potential variations can655

appear; for a 0.8C discharge, with δσ ∼ 10−3, this variation can in-656

crease up to ∆φs ∼ 10−5V . Anyway, it can be concluded that electric657

potential in the solid phase is almost constant along the electrode in658

any discharge case considered in this example.659

• Ionic resistivity, given by dimensionless parameter δK , instead is not660

small even for the lowest discharge current (with δK = 1.02 for a 0.1C661

discharge and δK = 8.21 for 0.8C). More importantly, again for all662

the considered discharge currents, dimensionless parameter ∆Crefe

C0
e

re-663

lated to characteristic variations of lithium concentration along the664

cell is not small either (∆Cref
e /C0

e = 1.6 for a 0.1C discharge and665

∆Cref
e /C0

e = 12.8 for 0.8C). This means that for lowest discharge cur-666

rent (0.1C with δK ∼ 1), concentration variations along the cell are667

large and, according to the analysis in the previous section, several668

consequences immediately arise: (a) as predicted by equation (21) and669

shown by table 3 a relationship δK ∼ δKD is obtained and diffusion670

contribution in charge transport in the electrolyte can by no means be671

neglected, (b) variations of ionic potential in the electrolyte must have,672

at least, the order of magnitude of the reference potential RT
αF
' 0.05V673

and (c) lithium ions depletion in the electrolyte can not be automati-674

cally discarded. If larger discharge currents are considered (0.2C, 0.4C675

and 0.8C), larger values of ∆Cref
e /C0

e are of course encountered (since676

∆Cref
e /C0

e is proportional to I0). For 0.2C ∆Cref
e /C0

e ∼ 1 still holds677

(and, as a result, δK ∼ δKD ∼ 1) but for a 0.8C discharge a large value678

of this parameter ∆Cref
e /C0

e = 12.8 � 1 is obtained and δKD � δK .679
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An intermediate case arises for 0.4C. As it will be shown below, as680

the discharge current increases not only larger variations of the elec-681

tric potential in the electrolyte are expected but a lithium depletion682

in the electrolyte can also be predicted leading to a partial electrode683

utilisation in the cell discharge.684

Let consider these predictions in more detail. With δK ∼ 1, as ex-685

plained in the previous section, charge conservation equation in the686

electrolyte, equation (22), leads to variations of the (dimensionless)687

ionic potential in the electrolyte ∆φ̂e ∼ 1. Thus, in dimensionless688

terms, ∆φe ∼ RT
αF
' 0.05V for discharges at relatively low C–rates689

(0.1C and 0.2C). With larger C–rate discharges, larger ionic potential690

drops are expected (in particular, ∆φe ∼ RT
αF
� 0.05V will appear in691

the 0.8C discharge). This important variations of the ionic potential692

along the electrode (resulting in important variations of the overpoten-693

tial, since the electric potential in the solid phase is almost constant)694

will lead to a rather inhomogeneous utilisation of this electrode. In695

the limit, for very large values of δK , strictly sequential utilisation of696

the electrode (in the form of an intercalation front moving from the697

separator–electrode interface into the electrode–collector one) will take698

place. Electrode utilisation in the 0.8C discharge will partially reflect699

this limit behaviour.700

As previously explained, lithium depletion in the electrolyte (near the701

electrode–collector interface) is expected for values of the dimensionless702

parameter ∆Cref
e /C0

e large enough. A rough estimate for lithium de-703

pletion can be given by ∆Cref
e /C0

e ' 2 taking into account that ∆Cref
e704

estimates the variation of the lithium concentration along the cell and705

lithium conservation in the cell leads to a mean concentration value706

near C0
e . Below, a more detailed analysis of the critical value of the707

dimensionless parameter ∆Cref
e /C0

e will be given, concluding that the708

previous rough estimate provides an accurate prediction for this par-709

ticular cell. This estimate allows to conclude that a full utilisation of710

the cell can be expected for the lowest discharge current (0.1C) but the711

cell limit capacity for 0.2C, 0.4C and 0.8C will be lower than the the-712

oretical capacity (with decreasing effective capacities as the discharge713

current increases).714

• Dimensionless number τ effe associated to the ratio of the characteris-715
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tic time for diffusion in the electrolyte to the characteristic discharge716

time is clearly large in almost all cases (ranging from τ effe = 34.54 for717

a 0.1C discharge to τ effe = 8.63 for a 0.4C one), but only relatively718

large for 0.8C discharge (with τ effe = 4.31). From equations (31) and719

(32) and discussions in the previous section, a quasi–steady lithium ion720

concentration in the electrolyte is expected after a fast transient at the721

beginning of the cell discharge. The relative duration of this transient722

period in comparison with the discharge time is precisely given by the723

inverse of the dimensionless number τ effe . Thus, for a 0.1C discharge,724

a characteristic diffusion time tdiff ∼ tdisch
τeffe

= tdisch
34.54

� tdisch and these725

(diffusion) transient effects are observed only during a very short period726

during the discharge. Transient periods associated to diffusion in the727

electrolyte are expected to last for longer fractions of the cell discharge728

period when higher discharge currents are used which lead to shorter729

discharge periods, but still during the most part of the discharge, a730

quasi–steady concentration profile is expected. It must be observed731

that, after the fast transient period associated to diffusion in the elec-732

trolyte is over, a slow transient associated to the electrode utilisation733

will show up in the lithium concentration in the electrolyte profiles. Ob-734

viously, this transient takes place in the discharge characteristic time,735

tdisch.736

• Turning the attention now to the dimensionless parameter τs, related737

to lithium diffusion transport inside active material particles, this pa-738

rameter is large for all the considered discharge currents (going from739

τs = 222.2 for 0.1C to τs = 27.8 for 0.8C). Thus, as explained in the740

previous section, discharge characteristic time (for 0.1C, 0.2C, 0.4C741

and 0.8C) is much larger than diffusion characteristic time (in the ac-742

tive material particles). Thus, lithium is expected to move into the743

particle core almost instantaneously and, as a consequence, very small744

variations of the lithium concentration inside the particle are expected745

(it must be observed that during the discharge, after the initial tran-746

sient associated to diffusion has concluded, it is expected that ∂Ĉs
∂t̂
∼ 1).747

Almost flat concentration profiles are expected in the solid particles,748

with relative variations in the order of τ−1
s (thus ranging from a few749

part per thousand for 0.1C to a few parts per cent for 0.8C).750

• In turn, dimensionless parameters Ss related to the presence of concen-751
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tration gradients at the solid particle surface, as previously explained,752

is very low for all the discharge currents considered in this analysis753

(from Ss = 7.9× 10−4 for 0.1C to 6× 10−3 for 0.8C). Thus, very mild754

concentration gradients will build up at the particle surface, with no755

lithium accumulation near the surface as it is intercalated into active756

material particles during the cell discharge.757

• Finally, dimensionless numbers associated to the intercalation kinet-758

ics k̂ (corresponding to active material particles) and to the strip-759

ping/plating kinetic k̂Li (for lithium metal foil), give information con-760

cerning the expected overpotentials associated to both kinetics. To761

begin with, for low currents (0.1 C and 0.2 C) values of the dimen-762

sionless parameter k̂ are large (k̂ = 55.69 for a 0.1C discharge and763

k̂ = 27.84 for 0.2C). As a result, a quite low overpotential associated764

to intercalation into active material particles is expected, and its con-765

tribution to the electric potential in the electrolyte will be negligible766

(this overpotential is proportional to the inverse of the logarithm of k̂).767

Value of dimensionless parameter k̂Li is also large for a 0.1C discharge768

(k̂Li = 10.66) and relatively large for a 0.2C one (k̂Li = 5.33). Thus,769

low (0.1C) or mildly low (0.2C) overpotentials on the lithium metal foil770

are to be expected (those overpotentials are proportional to the inverse771

of the logarithm of k̂Li as well).772

At higher currents (0.4C and 0.8C) values of dimensionless parameter773

k̂ are still large or relatively large (k̂ = 13.92 for 0.4C and k̂ = 6.96 for774

0.8C). Then, contributions to the ionic potential are small (0.4C) or775

relatively small (0.8C), compared to the reference voltage αF
RT

. Values776

of dimensionless parameter k̂Li instead are not large (k̂Li = 2.66 for777

0.4C and k̂Li = 1.33 for 0.8C). As a consequence, more apparent778

overpotentials associated to the Lithium metal foil will show up in779

these cases. Anyway, it must be stressed that kLi is greatly affected by780

Lithium metal surface preparation ([19]) and, as a result, is difficult to781

estimate. In fact, along the cell use, lithium foil surface is expected to782

suffer important changes affecting to stripping/plating kinetics ([20]).783

These facts should be taken into account in order to predict the scale784

of overpotentials associated to the Lithium metal foil current in more785

refined analyses.786

As explained, lithium depletion for relatively large discharge currents is787
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expected, avoiding a full utilisation of the electrode and leading to a reduced788

effective cell capacity. It is important to predict a threshold value for the789

dimensionless parameter ∆Cref
e /C0

e (related to characteristic variations of790

the lithium ion concentration in the electrolyte along the cell) in order to791

detect such limitations in the effective cell capacity. Also, as previously792

shown, since τ effe � 1 for (almost) all the considered discharge currents, a793

quasi–steady concentration profile will show up after a fast transient in these794

cases. This assumption allows to easily estimate concentration variations in795

the separator (∆Csep
e ) and the cathode (∆Ccath

e ) for the critical case, when796

lithium is depleted in the cathode–collector interface. For such a case797

Deff
e,sep

∆Csep
e

Lsep
= Deff

e,cath

∆Ccath
e

Lcath
=

(1− t0+)I0

F
(56)

where Lsep and Lcath stand for the separator and cathode thicknesses, respec-798

tively. At the same time, lithium conservation gives the following equation799

by integrating conservation equation along the cell800

∫ Lsep

0

Ce(x, t)dx+

∫ Lsep+Lcath

Lsep

εeCe(x, t)dx = (Lsep + εeLcath)C
0
e (57)

and then, in the quasi–steady regime described above801

Lsep
2

(∆Csep
e + 2∆Ccath

e ) + εe
Lcath

2
∆Ccath

e = (Lsep + εeLcath)C
0
e (58)

Hence, from the definition of the dimensionless parameter ∆Cref
e /C0

e , the802

following equation is obtained for the critical value leading to the lithium803

depletion at the cathode–collector interface804

(
∆Cref

e

C0
e

)
crit

=

(
1 + Lcath

Lsep

)(
1 + εe

Lcath
Lsep

)
1
2

Deffe,cath

Deffe,sep
+
(

1 + εe
2
Lcath
Lsep

)
Lcath
Lsep

(59)

For the considered cell, this critical value takes the value 2.026 confirm-805

ing that a full cathode utilisation can be achieved for 0.1C (with ∆Crefe

C0
e

=806

1.61 < 2.026) but a partial utilisation will result for 0.2C (with ∆Crefe

C0
e

=807

3.21 > 2.026) and higher (with ∆Crefe

C0
e

= 6.42 for 0.4C and ∆Crefe

C0
e

= 12.85 for808
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0.8C). Of course, the larger the discharge current (and hence the value of809

the dimensionless parameter) the smaller the electrode utilisation.810

As shown in equation (59), the derived estimate for the critical value of811

∆Cref
e /C0

e depends on the remaining dimensionless parameters of conserva-812

tion equation in the electrolyte: Lcath
Lsep

,
Deffe,cath

Deffe,sep
and εe. This (expected) result813

suggests that if some alternative cell designs are to be compared (as it will be814

done above varying the cathode thickness), a version of the dimensionless pa-815

rameter including information from these parameters would be prefered. For816

this reason, the dimensionless parameter ∆Cref,∗
e /C0

e (instead of ∆Cref
e /C0

e )817

will be used later. Using this second dimensionless parameter, the critical818

value is given by819

(
∆Cref,∗

e

C0
e

)
crit

=

(
Deffe,cath

Deffe,sep
+ Lcath

2Lsep

)(
1 + εe

Lcath
Lsep

)
1
2

Deffe,cath

Deffe,sep
+
(

1 + εe
2
Lcath
Lsep

)
Lcath
Lsep

=

(
∆Cref

e

C0
e

)
crit

Deffe,cath

Deffe,sep
+ Lcath

2Lsep

1 + Lcath
Lsep

(60)
and the critical value of ∆Cref,∗

e /C0
e for this cell (lower than the corresponding820

one for ∆Cref
e /C0

e ) is (∆Cref,∗
e /C0

e )cr ' 0.78.821

Using the hypotheses of quasi–steady concentration in the electrolyte822

(since τ effe � 1) and strictly sequential electrode utilisation (correspond-823

ing to a ∆Cref
e /C0

e � 1 limit) a lower bound for the effective capacity of the824

cell can be derived when ∆Cref
e /C0

e is larger than the critical value. Accord-825

ing to this limit, a capacity larger than 64% is predicted for a 0.2C discharge,826

a capacity over 30% for a 0.4C current, and a capacity larger than 11% in827

the 0.8C. A full capacity is predicted for 0.1C. Although this lower bound828

already provides some relevant information, a more accurate one can be de-829

rived using asymptotic techniques to incorporate corrections for finite values830

of ∆Cref
e /C0

e (as well as the effect of the remaining dimensionless parame-831

ters).832

Summarising the analysis above, inspection of dimensionless parameters833

for the preliminary cell design reveals that relevant polarization terms (as-834

sociated to relatively large values for ∆φe) and partial electrode utilisation835

(leading to significant capacity reduction) will appear for high current den-836

sity cell discharges. Although these effects can be mild for a 0.2C discharge,837

significant reductions of capacity and large overpotentials will be present838

for 0.4C and 0.8C discharges. As a consequence, a cell redesign is strongly839
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needed in order to reach values of effective energy density near theoretical840

values for such current densities. At the same time, the analysis above shows841

that inspection of dimensionless parameters provide relevant guidelines for842

the cell redesign. In particular, it becomes of paramount importance to843

significantly decrease the value of the dimensionless parameter ∆Crefe

C0
e

. Addi-844

tionally, a reduction of dimensionless parameter δK will lead to a decrease in845

the polarization during the discharge.846

From the definition of the first dimensionless parameter mentioned above,847

∆Crefe

C0
e

=
I0L0(1−t+0 )

Deff,refe FC0
e

, several alternatives arise to obtain a full electrode util-848

isation for the considered range of C–rate discharges. This could be done849

increasing t+0 or Deff
e , but in practice this can be technically challenging850

beyond some limit. On the other hand, L0 can not be modified if a target851

specific energy is to be reached, and I0 is fixed (for a given loading and C–852

rate). In contrast, increasing the initial salt concentration C0
e can provide853

a more flexible way to decrease ∆Crefe

C0
e

and avoid limitations in the electrode854

utilisation.855

Concerning the reduction of the polarization associated to the ionic po-856

tential, taking into account the definition of δK , δK = αFI0L0

RTKeff,ref , and the857

comments above on L0 and I0, a reduction of δK is only feasible by increas-858

ing T or Keff . In connection with Keff , this parameter can be increased in859

practice (assumed the porosity is fixed to kept a constant loading) by mod-860

ifying K (related to the selected material and also to the temperature) or861

the tortuosity (connected with the manufacturing conditions) but this can862

be still technically challenging. It is important to remark that any decrease863

of the ∆Crefe

C0
e

dimensionless parameter has also an effect on the reduction of864

the polarization, since δKD is related to both δK and ∆Crefe

C0
e

.865

Thus, regarding the particular example considered in this section, inspec-866

tion of dimensionless parameters in table 3 using the interpretation of those867

parameters made in section 2 has allowed to anticipate the cell behaviour868

as well as to provide some cell improvement guidelines. In the next section869

these predictions will be validated. But it is important to stress at this point870

that principles presented in section 2 allow to analyse any cell design (where871

transport limitation can be absent or come from any other transport term)872

and the analysis presented in this section represents only an example.873
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4. Numerical and Experimental Validation874

In this section, a validation of predictions made by inspection of the com-875

prehensive set of dimensionless parameters in the previous section is con-876

ducted. Firstly, cell performance estimates are validated using a numerical877

integration of the DFN model. Since the numerical model provides detailed878

information on any transport mechanism, all the predictions made in the879

previous section will be validated. Thus, numerical validation includes pre-880

dictions on cell polarization components and effective cell capacity. Then,881

once predictions on each cell polarization component have been confirmed,882

experimental tests on cell manufactured using physical parameters considered883

in the previous sections are used to validate predictions related to effective884

cell capacity.885

4.1. Numerical validation886

In this subsection, the DFN model used to derive the set of dimensionless887

parameters in section 2 is numerically integrated in order to validate the888

Li–PEO:LiTFSI–LFP cell performance predicted in the previous subsection889

(from inspection of dimensionless parameters). DFN model parameters are890

taken from Table 2 and an in–house code in MATLAB is used to numerically891

solve this model. A numerical prediction of the cell performance as function892

of operating conditions (0.1C, 0.2C, 0.4C and 0.8C discharges) is obtained.893

Figure 1 shows DFN model predictions using the Table 2 under the four894

different load conditions analysed in the previous section. In the same Figure,895

the cell open circuit voltage is also drawn. As anticipated from the analysis896

using dimensionless parameters in the previous section, rather small polar-897

ization effects are present in the 0.1C discharge, mild transport limitations898

appear at 0.2C but strong overpotentials and a rather low cell utilisation899

occur for 0.4C and 0.8C discharges.900

[insert Figure 1]901

[insert Figure 2]902

As observed in Figure 1 and predicted by the analysis of dimensionless903

parameters, for a 0.1C C–rate only small overpotentials (due to electrolyte904
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potential drops and comparable to the potential RT
αF
' 0.0513V used as a905

reference value) are present along the whole cell discharge.906

At a 0.2C instead not only larger potential drops are developed but also907

a significant decrease in the actual cell capacity occurs, as shown in Figure908

1. This is in accordance to the analysis of dimensionless parameters in the909

previous subsection and will be further commented below. Results from910

numerical simulation are plotted in Figure 2. It must be observed that origin911

of abscissa in Figures 2a and 2b is located at the lithium foil interface, while912

the abscissa in Figures 2c, 2d and 2e represents the distance to the separator.913

In Figure 2a, lithium ion concentration along the electrolyte vs distance914

from the lithium foil at a 0.2C is plotted. According to this Figure, although915

variations with respect to the initial concentration C0
e are noticeable, elec-916

trolyte is partially depleted of lithium only at the final stage of discharge917

(purple curve in the Figure corresponds to an electrode utilisation around918

0.91), as it was predicted by the obtained value for ∆Crefe

C0
e

in Table 3.919

In addition, as also anticipated, a quasi–steady behaviour of the diffusion920

phenomena in the electrolyte (revealed by a linear variation in the separator921

and the exhausted part of the cathode) is clearly observed in lithium con-922

centration profiles in the cell in this Figure. Apart from a very fast transient923

at the very beginning of the cell discharge, as predicted, only slow transients924

associated to the cell utilisation are observed.925

Ionic potential along the cell is plotted in Figure 2b. Ionic potential drops926

comparable to the reference value RT
αF
' 0.0513V are observed except for the927

last part of the discharge, where partial lithium depletion is responsible for928

larger polarization terms, as anticipated.929

In Figure 2c the profile of the electrode utilisation, defined as the ratio930

of lithium concentration at the surface of the active material particles to931

the maximum lithium concentration that can be inserted into the particles,932

at a 0.2C discharge is shown. As suggested by (mild) limitations in the933

ionic transport detected by dimensionless parameters, electrode utilisation is934

rather inhomogeneous. Figure 2d plots the rate of lithium intercalation re-935

action vs. the dimensionless distance from the separator at 0.2C. As shown,936

intercalation reaction starts taking place near the separator and moves as a937

relatively thick reaction front to the current collector.938

Almost constant profiles of the electronic potential φs can be observed939

in Figure 2e, as anticipated in the previous analysis. Lithium concentration940

in active material particles is plotted in Figure 2f. As it was anticipated by941
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the inspection of dimensionless parameters, concentration profiles are almost942

completely flat in the whole particle (i.e. both in the particle core and near943

the particle surface).944

Inspection of dimensionless parameters in the previous section also re-945

vealed that ionic transport limitations clearly worsens for higher C–rates,946

with important limitations in the effective cell capacity and large cell po-947

larization terms. For the sake of brevity, only results for 0.8C will be com-948

mented.949

Figure 3 shows numerical results for a discharge at at 0.8 C. Electrolyte950

concentration, ionic potential, electrode utilisation, reaction rate of lithium951

intercalation, electronic potential and solid concentration along the active952

particle are depicted in Figures 3a to 3e.953

[insert Figure 3]954

As commented in the previous section, strong limitations in ionic trans-955

port, including lithium depletion in the electrolyte, were expected from in-956

spection of dimensionless parameters δK , δKD and ∆Crefe

C0
e

. This is clearly957

confirmed in Figure 3a, showing the electrolyte is depleted of lithium at an958

early stage of the discharge process (purple curve corresponding now to an959

electrode utilization around 0.23). Figure 3b also shows the large ionic po-960

tential drop (much larger than RT
αF
' 0.05V ) anticipated by dimensionless961

parameters. As a result, as confirmed in Figure 3c (plotting electrode utili-962

sation) and Figure 3d (where intercalation kinetics is shown), the electrode963

is barely utilised during the discharge, with intercalation reaction confined964

in a narrow front moving from the separator and penetrating only partially965

into the electrode.966

On the other hand, Figures 3e and 3f confirm predictions from dimension-967

less parameters that no transport limitation were to be expected in active968

material particles (neither in the lithium transport inside the particle nor in969

the electronic charge transport) and only mild variation of concentration Cs970

can be observed inside active material particles.971

All these results are in fully agreement with the predictions made from972

inspection of the comprehensive set of dimensionless parameters performed973

in the previous subsection.974
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4.2. Analysis of actual cell energy density975

In this section the analysis of the actual energy density of the consid-976

ered Li–PEO:LiTFSI–LFP cell for different cathode thicknesses and C–rate977

discharges (between 0.1 C and 0.8 C) is carried out.978

The actual energy density is defined as the energy released by the cell979

during the discharge until a 2.8V cut-off voltage is reached. Figure 4a repre-980

sents actual energy density as a function of the cathode thickness for several981

C–rates (indicated in the legend). Theoretical (maximum) energy density is982

also represented as a reference.983

[insert Figure 4]984

As shown above, the main limitation in the cell utilisation comes from the985

transport in the electrolyte and can be anticipated through the dimensionless986

parameter ∆Cref
e /C0

e . As also previously explained, more refined information987

can be extracted from a reformed version of this dimensionless number. In988

particular, ∆Cref,∗
e /C0

e can properly take into account the effect of design989

parameters such as the electrode thickness so that results corresponding to990

different cells can be merged (condensed into dimensionless charts) when991

represented in terms of this dimensionless parameter.992

As previously explained, significant separation from theoretical values993

(due to the presence of important polarization terms and reduced effective994

capacities due to lithium depletion) can be anticipated from inspection of di-995

mensionless parameter ∆Cref,∗
e /C0

e . Although the critical value marking this996

separation depends on several dimensionless parameters (including Lcath
Lsep

), as997

explained, such transition is expected to occur for values of ∆Cref,∗
e not far998

from C0
e .999

Figure 4b shows relative values of actual energy density (defined by the1000

ratio of actual energy density to theoretical energy density) as a function of1001

∆Cref,∗
e /C0

e for all the cases previously represented in Figure 4a. As clearly1002

shown, all data almost collapse into a single curve, predicting separation from1003

the theoretical energy density when 0.8 ≤ ∆Cref,∗
e /C0

e ≤ 1. Estimates made1004

in the previous section for the critical value of ∆Cref,∗
e /C0

e give values (de-1005

pending on the electrode thickness) between 0.75 and 0.85 (values provided1006

by those estimates can be interpreted as lower bounds for the appearance1007

of mentioned effective cell capacity limitations). As already observed, data1008

separation from this single curve is associated both to the effect of some cell1009
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dimensionless parameters (Lcath
Lsep

,
Deffe,cath

Deffe,sep
and εe appear as dimensionless pa-1010

rameters in the lithium ion conservation equation, being the first parameter1011

variable as the cathode thickness is modified) and to other cell transport1012

limitations. If corrections due to these dimensionless parameters are to be1013

taken into account a family of curves can be built, each curve corresponding1014

to a particular combination of the associated dimensionless parameters. Such1015

dimensionless charts could be indeed very useful in preliminary cell design.1016

The above mentioned corrections can be computed numerically using a DFN1017

model but asymptotic techniques (able to identify limit models corresponding1018

to the identified orders of magnitude detected by inspection of dimension-1019

less parameters) can provide not only a less expensive alternative for this1020

computation but also a much more clear insight into the cell performance.1021

4.3. Experimental validation1022

The aim of this section is to validate experimentally some predictions1023

obtained from the analysis of dimensionless parameters. In the previous1024

subsection, numerical simulation of the DFN model has confirmed predictions1025

concerning identification of limiting transport mechanisms and estimates of1026

orders of magnitude for the different variables as well as potential drops in1027

the cell. In this section, validation of predictions concerning the effective cell1028

capacity is carried out.1029

For this purpose, the cell design described in the previous section is con-1030

sidered. Manufactured cells are composed by the following three main com-1031

ponents: (a) 50µm thickness lithium foil (Rockwood Lithium, Albemarle1032

Corporation); (b) 60µm thickness polyethylene oxide (PEO) with 22%wt of1033

LiTFSI salt (corresponding to a 892 mol/m3 initial concentration), and (c)1034

LiFePO4 and carbon black (CB) particles linked to a lithium ion-conducting1035

medium created by poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and LiTFSI salt as positive1036

electrode. LFP:CB:PEO composite ratio was of 50 : 10 : 40wt.%, being1037

PEO : LiTFSI ratio of 20 : 1.1038

Keeping in mind that areal capacity of the positive electrode (the limit-1039

ing electrode in lithium metal technologies) determines the amount of lithium1040

ions being deposited-stripped during each cycle, the influence of thickness of1041

the positive electrode on cell performance is experimentally investigated, as1042

already done during numerical validation. Thus, in order to assess the influ-1043

ence of positive electrode thickness, 8 cells with different cathode thicknesses1044

(13 µm, 23 µm, 30 µm, 58 µm, 63 µm, 81 µm, 86 µm and 109 µm) were1045
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assembled. After formation and preconditioning tests, cells were subjected1046

to a rate capability tests between maximum and minimum voltage values1047

(Vmax = 3.6V and Vmin = 2.8V , respectively) at temperature of 60◦C. Effec-1048

tive discharge capacities at several current rates (0.05C, 0.1C, 0.2C, 0.4C,1049

0.8C, 1C and 2C) were determined.1050

[insert Figure 5]1051

In Figure 5a experimental values of the cell energy density as a function1052

of the cathode thickness (corresponding to the indicated C–rates) for the1053

tested cells are presented. This plot represents the counterpart of Figure1054

5b (corresponding to the numerical solution of the DFN model). As clearly1055

seen, experimental results agree fairly well with numerical results, confirming1056

the capacity of the DFN model to correctly describe the cell behaviour. It1057

is worth mentioning here that, despite careful preparation, producing com-1058

pletely uniform PEO separators and PEO/LFP electrodes is not easy and,1059

as a consequence, cells are less reproducible than desirable and some experi-1060

mental dispersion is unavoidable. This effect can be clearly observed in figure1061

5a for those cases when, due to transport limitations, actual energy density1062

is lower than the theoretical one (if no transport limitation occurs, particular1063

values of the corresponding parameters do not have a noticeable effect on the1064

cell performance and no dispersion is observed).1065

Figure 5b shows the (relative) effective cell capacity for all the considered1066

cell and discharge C–rates. As observed in Figure 5b , separation from the1067

nominal cell capacity occurs for values of ∆Cref,∗
e /C0

e around 0.8 as predicted1068

by the analysis in the previous section and confirmed by numerical simula-1069

tion above. As a result, this dimensionless parameter provides very useful1070

information concerning cell performance. At the same time, as previously1071

outlined, it can also provide guidelines for a cell redesign when ∆Cref,∗
e /C0

e1072

is large, anticipating a reduction of the effective cell capacity.1073
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5. Conclusions and final remarks1074

In this paper, based on the electrochemical model developed by Doyle,1075

Fuller and Newman [1], a comprehensive set of dimensionless parameters1076

has been built to analyse the performance of lithium ion cells. It has been1077

shown in section 2 that this set is able to predict the effectiveness of each1078

transport mechanism in the electrochemical cell, anticipating the scale of1079

the corresponding overpotentials and the effective cell capacity for a given1080

C-rate discharge. Following the argumentation presented in section 2 the1081

methodology proposed in this paper can be extended to other electrochemical1082

systems.1083

To show the capability of the developed methodology, an application ex-1084

ample has been considered. In particular, the analysis of a preliminary design1085

for a solid polymer electrolyte cell using the derived set of dimensionless pa-1086

rameters has revealed a limiting transport mechanism associated to lithium1087

transport in the electrolyte and has identified how to improve this design.1088

The conclusions from this analysis have been validated using both numerical1089

simulation of the DFN model and experimental tests. As shown in this ex-1090

ample, the analysis of a cell design using dimensionless parameters provides1091

an effective and inexpensive (virtually free in computational, economical and1092

time demanding terms) tool to evaluate cell designs in an early stage of the1093

development of a new cell (for instance, a large number of alternative cell1094

configurations can be evaluated almost instantaneously, in sharp contrast1095

with numerical simulation or physical prototyping).1096

Apart from the fast evaluation of cell and materials performance, the use1097

of dimensionless parameters provide other interesting opportunities to obtain1098

some insight on the behaviour of an electrochemical system. For instance, it1099

is possible to design cheaper experimental setups to analyse some particular1100

phenomena since it suffices to design an experimental configuration where all1101

the relevant dimensionless parameters keep the same values (as in the system1102

to be analysed). Remaining dimensionless parameters can be different in1103

both experiments (provided they do not introduce any transport limitation)1104

since they will not have a relevant effect. At the same time, systematic1105

representation of numerical and experimental results in dimensionless form1106

makes much more easy to collect existing information in order to facilitate1107

understanding of electrochemical behaviour and to guide new cell designs.1108

It is concluded that the use of dimensionless parameters in electrochemical1109

systems provide a powerful tool to analyse the behaviour of such systems1110
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and predict in advance the expected performance, reducing substantially the1111

required experimental load.1112
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1113

Nomenclature1114

Greek1115

α Charge-transfer coefficient1116

δ βI L(1/κ+1/σ) in [3]1117

δσ Electronic resistivity1118

δK Ionic resistivity (migration)1119

δKD Ionic resistivity (diffusional)1120

ε βI L /κ in [3]1121

εe Porosity1122

∆Crefe

C0
e

Induced lithium concentration gradient (in electrolyte)1123

γ Magnitude of the consumption rate relative to the mass-transfer rate1124

[3]1125

φe Ionic potential, V1126

φrefe reference ionic potential, V1127

φs Electronic potential, V1128

φrefs Reference electronic potential, V1129

σeff Effective electronic conductivity, S/m1130

τ Tortuosity1131

τs Lithium diffusion (in particles) steadiness1132

List of Symbols1133

k̂ Intercalation kinetics1134

k̂Li Stripping/plating kinetics1135
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τ effe Lithium diffusion (in electrolyte) steadiness1136

A Surface area, m2
1137

as Specific surface area, m−1
1138

Ce Lithium-ion concentration in electrolyte phase, molm−3
1139

Cs Lithium-ion concentration in solid phase, molm−3
1140

Cmax
s Maximum lithium-ion concentration in solid phase, molm−3

1141

Deff
e Effective diffusivity in electrolyte phase, m2s−1

1142

Ds Diffusivity in solid phase, m2s−1
1143

F Faraday’s constant, 96485 A s mol−1
1144

f± Mean molar activity coefficient1145

I0 Characteristic current density Am−2
1146

i0 Exchange current density, Am−2
1147

in Current density, Am−2
1148

Iapp Applied current, A1149

k Intercalation reaction rate, ms−1
1150

Keff Effective ionic conductivity, Sm−1
1151

Keff
D Effective diffusional conductivity, Am−1

1152

kLi Stripping/plating reaction rate, ms−1
1153

L0 Characteristic length, m1154

Ld Electrode penetration [7], m1155

Lelec Electrode thickness, m1156

Lsep Separator thickness, m1157

Q Capacity, Ah1158
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R Universal gas constant, 8,314 JK−1mol−1
1159

rp Particle radius, m1160

Ss Induced lithium concentration gradient1161

T Temperature, K1162

t+0 transference number1163

tc Characteristic discharge/charge time, s1164

tdiff Solid diffusion characteristic time, s1165

tediff Electrolyte diffusion characteristic time, s1166

UOCV Open circuit voltage, V1167
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6. Tables1207
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Symbol Parameter definition Interpretation

δσ
αFL0I0
σeffs RT

electronic resistivity

δK
αFL0I0

Keff,ref
e RT

ionic resistivity (migration)

δKD
FL0I0
Keff,ref
D

C0
e

∆Crefe
ionic resistivity (diffusion)

∆Crefe

C0
e

I0L0(1−t0+)

Deff,refe C0
eF

induced lithium concentration gradient
(electrolyte)

Ss
r2
pI0

3εsD
ref
s Cmaxs FL0

induced lithium concentration gradient
(active material particles)

τ effe
Deff,refe tc

εeL2
0

lithium diffusion steadiness
(electrolyte)

τs
Drefs tc
r2
p

lithium diffusion steadiness
(active material particles)

k̂ asFkL0

I0
(C0

e )α (Cmax
s )2α intercalation kinetics

k̂Li
FkLi(C

0
e )α

I0
stripping/plating kinetics

Table 1: List of dimensionless parameters derived from the DFN model.
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Parameter (units) Symbol Polymer Positive electrode Source
Thickness (µm) Lp 60 70 exp.
Particle radius (m) rp − 3.6× 10−8 exp.
Solid phase diffusion coefficient (m2/s) Ds − 8× 10−18 exp.
Reaction-rate constant (mol2.5m−0.5) k0 − 3.28× 10−13 [18]
Active material volume fraction εs − 0.428 exp.
Effective electronic conductivity (S/m) σeff − 22.5 exp.
Maximum solid phase concentration (mol/m3) Cmax

s - 22806 cal.
Stoichiometric window xmin, xmax − 0.01− 0.99 exp.
Charge transfers coefficients α − 0.5 [18]
Electrolyte phase volume fraction εe 1 0.37 exp.
Initial salt concentration (mol/m3) C0

e 892 892 cal.
Transference number (m) t0+ 0.2 0.2 as.
Effective Electrolyte phase diffusion coefficient (m2/s) Deff

e 6× 10−12 1.35× 10−12 exp.
Effective Ionic Conductivity (S/m) Keff 0.02 0.0045 exp.
Li stripping plating reaction rate ( mol

m2s(molm−3)0.5 ) k0,Li − 6.64× 10−6 [17]
Temperature ( K) T 333 333 exp.

Table 2: Physical parameters considered for the design of a solid polymer electrolyte cell.

C-rate δσ δK δKD
∆Crefe

C0
e

τ effe τs Ss k̂ k̂Li
0.1C 1.15× 10−4 1.02 0.77 1.60 34.54 222.22 7.91× 10−4 55.69 10.66
0.2C 2.3× 10−4 2.05 3.07 3.21 17.27 111.11 0.0016 27.84 5.33
0.4C 4.6× 10−4 4.10 12.30 6.42 8.63 55.55 0.003 13.92 2.66
0.8C 9.2× 10−4 8.21 49.20 12.84 4.31 27.77 0.006 6.96 1.33

Table 3: Obtained dimensionless parameters for the design of a solid polymer electrolyte
cell.
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7. Figures1208

Figure 1. Cell voltage profiles against electrode utilisation at 0.1C, 0.2C,1209

0.4C, 0.8C and compared to the OCV at 60 ◦C.1210

Figure 2 Profiles during discharge of cell described in table 2 at 0.2C at1211

several stages of discharge (indicated in terms of mean electrode utilisation1212

in the legend): (a) electrolyte concentration, (b) ionic potential, (c) local1213

electrode utilisation, (d) lithium intercalation reaction rate, (e) electronic1214

potential, and (f) solid relative concentration.1215

Figure 3. Profiles during discharge of cell described in table 2 at 0.8C at1216

several stages of discharge (indicated in terms of mean electrode utilisation1217

in the legend): (a) electrolyte concentration, (b) ionic potential, (c) local1218

electrode utilisation, (d) lithium intercalation reaction rate, (e) electronic1219

potential, and (f) solid relative concentration.1220

Figure 4. (a) Cell energy density predicted by the DFN numerical model1221

for the indicated values of cathode thickness and discharge C–rate. (b) Repre-1222

sentation of relative cell energy density (actual energy density divided by the-1223

oretical energy density) versus dimensionless parameter ∆Cref,∗e

C0
e

for all points1224

in (a).1225

Figure 5. (a) Experimental measurements of the cell energy density for1226

the eight tested cells and the indicated C–rates. (b) Experimental mea-1227

surements of the relative cell energy desnity versus dimensionless parameter1228

∆Cref,∗e

C0
e

for all tested cells in (a).1229
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Figure 1: Cell voltage profile against electrode utilisation at 0.1C, 0.2C, 0.4C, 0.8C and
compared to the OCV
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 2: Profiles during discharge of a cell described in table 2 at 0.2C at several stages of
discharge (indicated in terms of mean electrode utilisation in the legend): (a) electrolyte
concentration, (b) ionic potential, (c) local electrode utilisation, (d) lithium intercalation
reaction rate, (e) electronic potential, and (f) solid relative concentration in the particle
close to the separator.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3: Profiles during discharge of a cell described in table 2 at 0.8C at several stages of
discharge (indicated in terms of mean electrode utilisation in the legend): (a) electrolyte
concentration, (b) ionic potential, (c) local electrode utilisation, (d) lithium intercalation
reaction rate, (e) electronic potential, and (f) solid relative concentration in the particle
close to the separator.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) Cell energy density predicted by the DFN numerical model for the indicated
values of cathode thickness and discharge C–rate. (b) Representation of relative cell energy
density (actual energy density divided by theoretical energy density) versus dimensionless
parameter ∆Cref,∗

e

C0
e

for all points in (a)
.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Experimental measurements of the cell energy density for the eight tested
cells and the indicated C–rates. (b) Experimental measurements of the relative cell energy
density versus dimensionless parameter ∆Cref,∗

e

C0
e

for all tested cells in (a).
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